
Let’s Move!



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=psUPYR235O8


Applied Literacy: 
From the Word to the World



Applied Literacy

the ability to apply skills and knowledge gained 
to authentic, real-world contexts

Framing Question: 

How do we create authentic opportunities 
for students to show what they know and 

apply their learning?



Session Focus Question

What does it take to grow and show 
comprehension of text in 
meaningful and relevant ways?



Go Formative



Session Objectives

● Learn multisensory strategies to 
demonstrate comprehension of text

● Understand what deep comprehension looks 
like - comprehension is both individual and 
social

● Be able to make personal connections to the 
text and connections from the text to the 
world



Essential Question

What makes us amazing?



Seize the Book!
Teaching Students to Comprehend

a moonshot talk by Kurt Wootton



prehendere



1. catch/capture

2. occupy

3. seize/grasp

4. take hold of in hand

prehendere



prehensile







student in St. Paul, MN

“take it, use it, 
make it your own” 



“Books are key to 
understanding the world and 
participating in a democratic 
society.”

Carl Sagan, 1995



“doing school” 

Denise Clark Pope, 2001



one

comprehension is 
transactional



“one true 
meaning”

P. David Person et. al. 
2017





36.  The poet reveals the speaker’s feelings mainly by –

F)  using similes and metaphors to describe them

G) explaining their effect on others

H) connecting them to memories

J)  repeating specific words for emphasis



36.  The poet reveals the speaker’s feelings mainly by –

F)  using similes and metaphors to describe them

G) explaining their effect on others

H) connecting them to memories

J)  repeating specific words for emphasis

TOTAL GUESSING 
GAME ON THIS ONE!



one

comprehension is 
transactional



reader 
as 
builder

Anderson, 1977; Collins, 
Brown, & Larkin 1980



dog





“A writer lays down words, but they are inert. 
They need a catalyst to come to life. 

The catalyst is the reader’s imagination. “

Jonathan Gottschall,
2012



Charging 
through the 
zodiac, here 
comes the Bull.



two

comprehension is 
social



“Literacy is rooted and entrenched in social 
worlds and social relationships that give life, 
breadth, context, and meaning. Literacy is 
social, and oftentimes instruction dissocializes 
literacy into something artificial and 
unrewarding.”

Kenneth Goodman, et. al., 
2017









three

comprehension is 
applied





authentic literacy events

Goodman et. al., 2017



“Teaching should be organized in such a way 
that reading and writing are necessary for 
something . . . reading and writing must be 
something that the child needs.”

Lev Vygotsky, 1935





four

comprehension 
needs text



rich and challenging texts



“Teaching rich and challenging texts 
scaffolded in a way that all students can 
be successful.”

Kuhn and 
Schwanenflugel, 
2017





comprehension is
transactional
social
applied
needs rich texts





Word Recognition
1

• Background Knowledge
• Vocabulary
• Language Structures (syntax, semantics, etc.)
• Verbal Reasoning (inference, metaphor, etc.)
• Literacy Knowledge (print concepts, genres, etc.)

• Phonological Awareness
• Letter Knowledge
• Phonemic Decoding
• Spelling (Orthographic Knowledge)
• Fluency

Language 
Comprehension

1

Reading 
Comprehension

1

• Purpose for Reading



GOAL IN THE CLASSROOM:

Set higher aims for comprehension

Develop purposes and inquiry questions that are 
sufficiently demanding

Help children take charge of their comprehension

Quality of understanding depends on quality of 
representation. Provide high quality and diverse ways to 
understand and represent learning

                                                                              - Kate Cain 



Expert Roundtable

● Reread the story silently

● Focus on story sequence and 

characters

● Yes, And Storytelling…



SWBST 

● Somebody (who)

● Wanted (what)

● But (problem)

● So (actions/solution)

● Then (conclusion)



Jokester Time



Break



Keyword Outlining: Sentence 
Level Comprehension

The main goal of Key Word Outlining is to show 
how you can repackage words to communicate.

You need to play with words to know that you 
have choices. This develops precision in 
thinking and writing.

This process is driven by inquiry and discussion.



Key Word Outlining
By arranging and discussing rational to key words 
and reconstruction of text students learn to: 
1. Read more closely
2. Grasp more closely the full meaning of sentences
3. Understand the logical relationships in sentences 

and between sentences. ( coherence and 
cohesion devices used by writers)



Headlines

● Summarize story in table group  
● Write individual headline (main idea) 
● Discuss why you chose that headline with 

your table group/defend your headline
● Choose headline to share out
● Create & display headlines  
● Tweet out a photo of your headline with your 

group 



Key Takeaways & Go Formative



Reflection

I/Q



Transfer & Apply Knowledge



Job Share Outs 
& 

Commitment Check in 



Tomorrow…

Applied Literacy: 
With Our Words We Create

Culminating Exhibition of Learning



Let’s Play BINGO!


